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IN THE COURT OF SESSION IN SCOTLAND.-OUTER HOUSE.

Before LORD STORMONTH DARLING.

June 17th and December 20th, 1902, and 13th January, 1903.

Before LORn KYLLACHY.

3 October 16th and 23rd, and November 7th and 18th, 1903, and February 25th
26th and 27th, and March 3rd, 9th and 25th, 1904.

ANDREW BETTS BROWN and BROWN BROTHERS & CO., LD. V.

JOHN HASTIE & oo., LD.

SAME u, SAME.

10 Pioneer Patent.-Oombination of known mechanical appliances for a new
purpose.-Essence and substance of invention.-Oonstruction of Specijication.
Claim.-Infringe'ment.

Steam is admitted to steering engines by a controlling valve, which is shut
iehen. the engine is at rest. Mean» hr-td long been souqh.t to prevent leakage

15 through the controlling valve when shut. In 1.897 a Patent was granted to B.,
the object of which he described as follows :-" To prevent or considerably
" diminish the leakage of steam hereinbefore referred to, For this purpose I
"fit in a passage or casing' throuqh. which the steam enters the controlling
" valve casinq a double-beat valve ioliich has formed or fixed on it oppositely

20 "inclined surfaces which are acted upon by counterpart in/clines fitted in
" connection uritn the controlling valve, so that on the movement of the controlling
" valve it acts through the inclined surfaces to open the double-beat valve and
" admits steam." The Patentee added :-" Instead of the equilibrium valve A "
(the double-beat valve) "any equivalent device may be used. For example, the

25 rinclines may be on the stem of a small valve which openinq first admits the
"steam under a larqer valve opened by the further motion. of the small valve.."
He claimed :-" in connection with the valves of steerinq and like engines,jitting
" in a passage or casing, through which the steam enters the controlling valve
,. caBing, a double-beat or equivalent rnlue having opposite inclinee acted on by

30 v counterpart inclines lnouing uith. the controlling ualue, the part» being
" .' 2 N
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" arranged and operating substantially as and for the purposes hereinbefore
"described." The double-beat valve used as a cut-off valve was a uiell-knoum
mechanical device. It had been applied in continuous enqines to work auto
maticallu with the dietributinq valve so as to cut off the steam. from the
distributing valve casing during a part. ,of· each stroke. It had never been 5
applied to the controlling valves of steering engines, nor had the leakiness of
these valves been successfully remedied in any other way.

Held, that in construing the Specification it must be considered what, having
regard to the state ofprior knowledge, toas the field open to the inventor; that
in the circumstances the Patent was a pioneer Patent; that it was not to be 10
construed as claiming only the double-beat valve actuated by inclined planes
sliding on counterpart inclines, but as claiming the application to steering
and the like engines, for the purpose of jy.,leventing leakage of steam while the
engine is not workinq, of a separate stop valve working in unison with the
controllinq valve. 15

H. « 00. patented a cui-off valve in which, instead of the direct mechanical
action of the controlling valve, they used la steam 1"elay.They claimed their
inuention had advantages over that of B., but did not patent it as being an in~

prouement on his inoention. They claimed :-" A controlling valve for steering
" engines to which the steam s'upply is through a cue-off valve which is operated 20
" by exhaust of the steam which normally closes it, and wherein the said
" exhaust is controlled as described by a slide or equivalent valve operated from
" or by the spindle or lever which actuates the controlling valve."

Held, that tbie teas an infrinqement of B?» pioneer Patent.

Infrinaernent-e-Damaqes.c-Loee of market, 25

, The Pursuers averred that through the Defenders SUplJly'ing cut-off valves in
infringement of their Patent they had lost orders, not only for those valves, but
for the steering enqines of iohich they formed part.

Held, that this was an element to be taken into consideration. in fixing
damages. . 30

Process.-Record.-Note of Particulars.c-Arnendment.

When in a Patent action it is desired to refer to prior Patents for the sake of
prouinq the state ofprior knowledge these Patents must be specified on record..
but amendment of record by the specification of additional Patents unll he
allowed even during proof in terms of the Court of Session Act (Scotland), 35
1868, section 29.

The Pursuers in these actions were Andrew Betts Brown, of Rosebank' Iron
Works.. Edinburgh, and Brown Brothers « Go., Ld., carrying on "business $

as engineers at. the same works. The Defenders were. John Hastie & Oo.,
Ld., Kilblain Engtne Works, Nielson Street, Greenock. ~ .The .Iitigation :.a~?se 40
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regarding certain Patents for improvements in the controlling valves of steering
engines. In large ships the steering is done by an engine, which is only at
work when the helm is being moved to port or starboard, while at other times
the steam is cut off from this engine. The regulation of the admission of steam

5 to the steering engine is effected by means of a controlling valve. When the
controlling- valve- is in its middle position the steam is cut off from the steering
engine. When the steersman moves the wheel to port he moves the controlling
valve, which is in connection with the wheel, and opens the ports of the valve,
so that steam is admitted, and the steering engine is set working so as to move

10 the helm to port. When the wheel is moved to starboard another set of ports
are opened by the coutrolllng valve, the steam passes through the steering
engine in the opposite direction, and the helm is moved to starboard.

The object of the Patents, which were the subject of the present dispute, was
to prevent Ieakage through the controlling valve while the engine is at rest.

15 This valve is a very leaky one for two reasons: first, it must be easily moveable
by the steersman, and must, therefore, be made slack; and, second, it must be
sensitive, so that the engine is set working by the least motion of the wheel,
and, therefore, no overlap can be allowed at the ports, This leakiness of the
controlling valve has long been known, and a remedy for it desired, but the

20 first successful attempt to cure it was that of the Pursuers, who introduced into
the steam-casing of the controlling valve a stop or cut-off valve in the form of a
tight equilibrium valve (double beat or equivalent valve) in direct mechanical
connection with the controlling valve, and working automatically along with it.
This was the subject of the Pursuers' Patent, No. 29,773 of 1897, for improve-

25 ments applicable in connection with the valves of steering and like engines,
granted to the Pursuer, Andrew Betts Brown, the Complete Specification of
which was as follows :-

"My said invention relates to steering and like engines, the distribution
" valves of which receive steam and exhaust through passages controlled by a

30 .., valve the position of which determines the direction and extent of motion,
" and which after each action is automatically brought to its middle or neutral
" position in any of various well known ways.

/" The controlling valve when of the piston type, is as hitherto arranged con
"stantly subjected to the full steam pressure and considerable leakage is

35 "unavoidable when the valve pistons are fitted with sufficient freedom of
"movement. The object of my invention is to prevent or considerably dirni'nish
" the leakage of steam hereinbefore referred to; and for this pnrpose I fit in a
~, passage or casing through which the steam enters the controlling valve casing
" a double beat val ve which has formed or fixed on it oppositely inclined.

40 "surfaces which are acted on by counterpart inclines fitted in connection with
" the controlling valve, so that on the movement of the controlling valve it acts
" through the inclined surfaces to open the double-beat valve and admits steam.
,. My improvements are also applicable to controlling valves of the rotating type.
,. And in order that my said invention and the manner of performing the same

45 "may be properly understood I hereunto append three sheets of explanatory
" drawings to be hereinafter referred to in describing my improvements.

" Figure 1, on Sheet 1, of the drawings is a longitudina.l vertical section; and
" Figure 2, on Sheet 2, a transverse vertical section showing a modification of
"my improvements as applied to a controlling valve of the piston type.

50 "Figure 3, on Sheet 3, is an elevation, and Figure 4 a vertical section showing a
"modification of my improvements as applied to a controlling valve of the
"-rotating type. In these drawings the same reference letters are used to mark
" the same or like parts wherever they are repeated.

U As shown in Figures 1 and 2, I fit a double-beat valve, A, in a passage or
55 "cas.ing, B, through which the steam enters the controlling valve casing..O. The

- 2 N 2
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" lower one, D, of the two disks, D, E, of the valve, A, is made a little larger
" than the other, so that the steam pressure tends to keep the valve closed. The
" stem or spinelle of the double-beat valve, A, has formed or fixed on it a block,
" F, made with t\VO oppositely inclined surfaces, G; and a part or block, H,
"moving with the valve pistons, J, fixed on the spindle, K, is made with 5
"counterpart inclines, L. The parts are arranged with the spindle of the

" double-beat valve, A, at right angles to the spindle, K, of the controlling valve,
" J, and when the latter is in its middle position the double-beat valve is closed,
" as shown, shutting off the steam, and its block, F, is midway between the
" counterpart inclines, L, of the controlling valve block, H. When the con- 10
" trolling valve, J, is moved in either direction one or other of the counterpart
" inclines, L, acts on the block, F, of the double-beat valve, A, and opens that

" valve to admit steam to the controlling valve, which in its turn admits steam
"to one or other of two passages, M, leading to the distribution "Valves (not
"shown). The controlling valve, J, also at the same time puts one or other of 15.
" the passages, M, in communication with the exhaust, N. ·

" In the modification shown in Figures 3 and 4, the controlling valve, P, is of
"the rotating type, and the double..beat valve, A, is fitted in a passage or
" casing', B, fixed to the top of the controlling valve casing, C. The steam enters
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"the controlling valve, P, through the casing B. Diametrically opposite pro
" jections, F (one of which is shown in Figure 4), each made with two opposite
" inclines, G, are formed on the underside of the double-beat valve, A, and
" counterpart inclines, L, are formed on a ring, Q, fixed to the top of the

5 "controlling valve, P, so as to turn with that valve. The double-beat valve, A,

fIG.3.

B

FIG.4.

" is guided by a squared spindle, R, working in a recess so as not to rotate ; and
" when the controlling valve, P, is turned in either direction by the lever, S,
" one or other of each pair of counterpart inclines, L, act on the corresponding
" inclines, G, on the projections, F, on the double-beat valve, A, thereby opening

10 u that valve and admitting steam, which passes through holes, T, to the interior
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"of the controlling valve, P. This valve is made in the usual manner with
" two pairs of opposite ports, U, in its circumference and is Internally divided
" by a partition, V, one of each pair of ports being shown in Figure 4. The
"turning of the controlling valve, P, puts one or other of either pair of
"ports, U: in communication with one or other of two passages, W, leading 5
"to the distribution valves (not shown), the opposite port of the other pair
" being at the same time put in communication with the exhaust, N. When
"the controlling valve, P, is in its middle position as shown the steam is
" shut off.

"Instead of the equilibrium valve, A, any equivalent device may be used. 10
" For example, the inclines may be on the stem of a small valve which opening
" first admits the steam under a larger valve opened by the further movement
" of the small valve."

The Patentee claimed :-" In connection with the valves of steering and like
" engines, fitting in a passage or casing through which the steam enters the 15
" controlling valve casing, a double-beat or equ.ivalent valve having opposite
, inclines acted on by counterpart inclines moving with the controlling valve,
"the parts being arranged and operating substantially as and for the purposes
" hereinbefore described."

This Patent proved a commercial success, and was fitted to most large steering 20
engines. On the 8th of October 1900, a Patent for " An improvement in controlling
"valves in steering and such like engines" (No. 17,851 of 1900) was granted to
Lewis Boothman and Walter Graham, the former being the dranghtsman and
the latter the managing director of the Defenders. In this invention two stop
valves are used, one of which is opened when the control valve is moved in one 25
direction, and the other when the control valve is moved in the other direction,
while, when it is in its middle position, both are closed. The cut-off valves
used are piston valves, kept in their seats by the pressure of the steam behind
them, and opened mechanically by the motion of the control valve. To render
them easier to open pilot valves were placed on them, which, opening first when 30
the control valve began to move, let the steam through the stop-valves, and
rendered the subsequent opening of the stop-valves themselves easy. The
essential parts for the purpose of this report of the Specification of this Patent
are as follows :-

" A controlling valve for a steering or such like engine is sometimes made of 35
" a partially rotating sometimes of a reciprocating kind, governing two ports by
" the one or other of which steam is admitted to the ordinary slide or other valve
" of the steering engine so as to cause the engine to work in the one direction or
" the other, according as the one or the other port is open. In order to provide
" against constant leakage of steam past such a controlling valve when it is in its 40
" middle position, the steering engine being at rest, we provide a pair of shut-off
" valves which prevent steam from entering the casing of the controlling "Valve
" when it is in such middle position, the one or other of these valves being
" opened only when the controlling valve is moved to the one side or the other
" of its middle position. We shall describe an arrangement of this kind referring 45
" to the accompanying drawings."

After describing the Drawings, the Patentees claimed :-" 1. In combination
" with a partially rotating controlling valve for a steering or such like engine, a
" two-armed lever fixed on the valve spindle, and a pair of shut-off valves so
" arranged that the one or the other valve is open when the controlling valve is 50
" movedfrom its middle position, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
"2. In combination with a reciprocating controlling valve a two-armed lever
" fixed on a rocking shaft worked by the controlling valve lever and a pair
'.' of shut-off valves operated as set forth in the preceding claim, substantially as
"·and for the purpose set forth." ~5
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'On the 24th of April 1900, aPatent for" An improvementin controlling valves
",for steering and such like engines" (No. 7575 of, 1900) was granted to the said
Lewis Boothman and Walter Graham. The invention was identical with that of
No. 17,.851 of 1900, except that the cut-off valves were actuated somewhat

5 differently from those in that Patent, but still by the mechanical action of the
control valve. The nature and object of the invention sufficiently appear from
the Provisional- Specification, which was as follows :-

"When, the controlling valves of steering and such like engines are made 'in
"the form of piston slide valves, which, as they are moved, open and close

10 "lateral ports, there is necessarily considerable leakage past their packings
,~ unless these are made so tight that the movement of the valve is rendered
"difficult. It has therefore been proposed to combine with a controlling valve,
" means of shutting off the steam or other working fluid from the valve case
" except when the controlling valve is moved so as to open the one or the other

15 "of its ports. '
" Our invention relates to an arrangement of this kind, which is as follows :

" We provide a branch from the steam supply pipe to a cavity at each end of
"the casing of the controlling valve, these cavities having openings into the
"middle cavity of the casing closed by check valves. Between the two

20 "oppositely seated check valves, the controlling slide valve, which may be
" of piston form, closing two sets of lateral ports when it is in middle position,
" can be moved to and fro. When it is moved in the one direction, say to the
" 'right, it unseats the right hand check valve, allowing steam to flow from the
" 'right end cavity through ports in the controlling val ve to the space left free at

25 " its farther end, whence the steam passes by the left hand lateral port to the
"engine. When the controlling valve is moved back to its middle position, the
"check valve that had been opened is closed again by the steam pressure.
"When the controlling valve is moved to the left a like action takes place,
" allowing steam to pass through the controlling valve to' the right hand port

30 "and thence to the engine.
" In order to facilitate the opening of the check valves at each end of the

" casing, we prefer to make each of them with a smaller check valve seated in
" its middle, the stem of this smaller valve projecting a little beyond that of the
" main check valve. When the controlling valve is moved, it first meets the

35 "stenl of the small valve, which it opens, so that steam passes under the main
" check valve, putting it in equilibrium in respect of pressure, and then the
"farther movement of the controlling valve opens the main check valve ,
" without difficulty," .

The Pursuers considered these Patents infringements of their Patent of
40 1897, and on the 14th of May I 902 they raised an action against the Defenders

to obtain interdict against such infringement and for damages. This
action was defended, one of the grounds of defence being that the
Pursuers' Patent was limited to the particular combination which was'
claimed. "-By the Specification and claim of the Pursuers expressly

45 "lilniting the invention on which they found to that in which the double
"beat or equivalent valve is formed having opposite inclines acted on by
" counterpart inclines moving with the controlling valve, the inclines form the
" characteristic feature or the essence of the Pursuers' Patent." The record was
closed on the] 7th of June 1902 and on the 20th of December 1902 the Lord

50 Ordinary (Lord STORMONTH DARLING) of consent pronounced decree in terms
of the conclusion for interdict; and on the 13th of January 1903 interposed
authority to minutes of tender and acceptance of the sum of £600 ill name of ,
damages. ,

'I'he next step in the history was the taking out by Robert Richardson. of a
55 Patent- (No. 16,525 of 1902) for "Improvements in or relating to controlling
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" valves of steering engines," which was subsequently acquired by the Defenders.
The Provisional and Complete Specifications were lodged on the 25th of July
and the 10th of October 1902, and accepted on the 2nd of July 1903. In this
Patent the cut-off valve is not directly opened by the control valve. The
cut-off valve here is a piston valve kept in its place by the action of a spring. 5
This piston valve is fitted in a small cylindrical casing and is made slightly
leaky, so that the steam gets behind it and exerts a pressure on the back of the
valve, balancing the pressure on its front. When the control valve is moved, it
opens a small slide valve and allows the steam behind the piston valve to escape
to exhaust. The steam pressure on the face of the piston valve being now 10
unbalanced overcomes the spring and opens the valve, admitting steam to the
casing of the control valve. Put briefly, the principal characteristic of this
Patent is that instead of the direct mechanical action of the control valve it
usee a steam relay, The essential parts of the Complete Specification are as
follows :- 15

"This invention relates to steam steering engines in which the direction and
" extent of motion are regulated by a controlling valve which it automatically
" brought back after each action into its middle or neutral position. The
"controlling valves in such engines is usually for ease in hand.ling a piston
" valve which besides being diffi.cult to keep steam tight cannot effectually close 20
" the passages to the distributing val ves of the steering engines owing to the
" engines ceasing to operate and therefore ceasing to actuate the controlling
'10 valve when these passages are so nearly closed as to supply insufficient steam;
" and consequently large leakage of steam occurs. For the purpose of over-
" coming this difficulty a stop valve operated by the controlling valve has been 25
" introduced to cut off the steam supply when the controlling valve is in the
" neutral position, but it also is apt to remain partially open.

" The object of this invention is to ensure that the valve provided for cutting
" off the steam supply to the controlling valve of steam steering engines shall be
" opened and kept open when the controlling valve is moved in either direction 30
" but shall be effectually closed to prevent leakage of steam when the neutral
" position of the controlling valve is reached. For that purpose the cut-off
" valve is so constructed and arranged that it is opened by the steam pressure
" on exhausting the steam which acts on its opposite face to normally close it
"such exhaust being effected by the action of the controlling valve on an 35
" exhaust valve or valves."

After describing the drawings the Patentee claimed :-" (1) A controlling
" valve for steering engines wherein a cut-off or stop valve is provided to close
" off the boiler steam from the casing, and is opened on the movement of the
"controllillg valve from. the neutral position by exhaust of steam which 40
" normally maintains it in the closed position as described. (2) In a controlling
" valve for steering engines the combination with a cutting-off or stop valve
"provided to close off the boiler steam of a piston thereon working in a
"cylinder having connections to an exhaust valve or valves operated as
" described by the movement of the controlling valve from the neutral position. 45
" (3) A controlling valve for steering engines furnished with a cut...off or stop
" valve and means for operating it substantially as described with reference to
"Figure 1 of the annexed drawings. (4) A controlling valve for steering
" engines furnished with cut-off valves and means for operating them substan-
" tially as described with reference to Figure 2 of the annexed drawings," 50

The last of the Patents in question was No. 10,894 of 1903, granted to the said
Walter Graham for "Improvements in or relatmg to controlling valves of
" steering engines." The Complete Specification was lodged on the 13th of May
1903, and accepted on the 25th of June 1903. In this, as in the last, the cut-off
valve used was a piston valve connected with the control valve by a steam relay, 55
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The Specification was as follows :-
" This invention has for its object to simplify and improve the construction

,,, and operation of controlling valves of steering engines of the kind described
"in the Specification of Letters Patent No. 16,525 of 1902, wherein a cut-off

:> "valve is provided to close off the boiler steam from the casing and iH opened
" on the movement of the controlling valve from the neutral or mid-position by
" exhaust of the steam which normally maintains it in the closed position. In
" such controlling valves the exhaust or auxiliary valve which relieves the
" steam pressure on one side of the cut-off valve is operated mechanically by

10 "the movement of the controlling valve, but according to the present improve
h ments the exhaust from the back of the cut-off or stop valve is controlled by a
'" slide valve traversed over an exhaust port and operated from the spindle or
" lever which actuates the controlling valve, the slide valve being formed with
" sufficient lap to fully cover the exhaust port and ensure that continuous blow

1!J "of stea~ cannot OCcur when the controlling valve after each action fails
'" to reach Its neutral position. In the accompanying drawings, which illustrate
" the invention by way of example, Figure 1 is a longitndinal vertical section of
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"a controlling valve of the Corliss or oscillating type, and Figure 2 is a like
It' view of a controlling valve of the piston type as adapted for application with
"vertical steering engines. The controlling valve a may be of any ordinary
"type and fitted in the usual casing b which is formed with an extensiond
"containing a seat for the stop or cut-off valve e. This valve is fitted ona b
" spindle/and is maintained on its seat by a spring U, while a piston h is also
"fitted on the spindle / and fits loosely in a liner i in the steam casing d1 formed
" over the extension, the boiler steam inlet being through an opening i in the
" casing d', Steam has access to both sides of the piston h either through a small
" orifice in it or owing to the piston being a loose fit in the casing; and from 10
"the upper side of the piston the steam may pass through an outlet pipe k
"to a casing l fitted with a slide valve m which normally covers an outlet
" n therefrom. This slide valve In is connected through a rod 0 in the example
" shown at Figure 1 to an eccentric p on the rocking spindle s of the controlling
" valve a, and in that shown at Figure 2 to the controlling- valve itself or to the 15
,,' lever r by which the controlling valve is operated. In the operation of the
" apparatus on actnating the oontrolling valve spindle or lever the slide valve m.
" uncovers the outlet n so that the boiler steam collected in the easingd' above
" the piston h escapes and the steam pressure acting on the opposite side of the
.. , piston raises it and also lifts the cut-off valve e thereby admitting steam to the 20
" controlling valve to operate the steering engines, When the controlling valve,
" owing to the operation of the usual hunting motion, is bronght back to the
"neutral position the spindle or lever which operates the said valve also acts to
'" move the slide valve m over the outlet n and shuts off the exhaust whereupon
H the steam enclosed in the casing d1 closes down the cut-off valve e." 25

The Patentee claimed :-" A controlling valve for steering engines to which
"the steam supply is through a cut-off valve which is operated by exhaust of
" the steam which normally closes it and wherein the said exhaust is controlled
" as described by a slide or equivalent valve operated from or by the spindle or
" lever which actuates the controlling valve." 30

On the Ist of August 1903, the Pursuers raised an action against the Defenders to
have it declared that these Patents, Nos. 16,525 of 190~, and 10,894 of 1903,
were infringements of their Patent, No. 29,773 of 1897, and to have the
Defenders interdicted from infringing Patent, No. 29,773 of 1897, by making,
selling, or using, during the currency of the said Patent, and without the 35
consent of the Pursuers, any mechanism constructed in accordance with the
Specifications, Nos. 16,525 of 1902, and 10,894 of 1903, or in a manner substantially
the same; also to have the Defenders ordained to deliver up to the Pursuers all
mechanisms or parts thereof constructed in breach of the Pursuers' Patent; and,
finally, for damages, which were laid at £2,000. 40

In their condescendence the Pursuers set forth the facts above detailed.
They averred :-" 'I'he mechanisms described in the Specifications, Nos. 16,525
"of 1902, and 10,894 of 1903, are infringements of the Pursuers' invention.
" They are themselves identical in principle and mode of working, and embody
" the substance of the Pursuers' invention so as to produce the same results.. in 45
"practically the same way, by the substitution of well-known mechanical
" equivalents for certain parts of the Pursuers'mechanism. The substance of
"the Pursuers' invention is the operating of a cut-off valve by the action of the
" controlling valve of the steering engine. Whenever the steersman operates
,,' the controlling valve to port or starboard the helm, that valve in turn operates 50
"the cut-off valve, and admits steam to the steering engines. The Pursuers
U achieve the result by the direct action of the spindle of the controlling valve
" upon the end of the cut-off valve, which, for ease of lifting, is made a double
"beat valve. Richardson and Graham, in the said Specification, substitute
"for the .double-beat cut-off .valve .used by the Pursuers a balanced cut-off 55
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'~'va!,ve, which IS 'a well-known mechanical equivalent. On the spindle of their
"cut~bff valve there is a piston working on a cylinder. Steam is admitted on
" both sides of this piston, and so the valve is balanced. This cut-off valve is
" operated froIIi the controlling valve, through the intervention ofa small valve,

5 "operated directly by the controlling valve. This small valve, in the case -of
"Richardson's Patent, is operated by the thrust of the end of the controlling
4.' valve spindle, and, in the case of Graham's Patent, by an eccentric or lever
h working on 'the spindle o-f the controlling valve, When this small valve is
"opened the balance' 0:( the cut-off valve is destroyed, and the ateamc.acting

10 "upon the piston, opens tb.e cut-off valve. This method of opening a balanced.
" piston valve is old and well known; the modes of working the small valve
" from the controlling valve are mechanically the equivalents of those employed
" by the Pursuers to lift their double-beat .valve. The whole combination is's
" variation of the Pursuers' invention, complicated to produce an appearance of

15 '10 dissimilarity."
The Defenders answered :-" Denied under reference to the Pursuers' and

" Defenders' Specifications. The Patent founded on by the Pursuers-and the
" Patent founded on by the Defenders both relate to steering, and such like
" engines, and have the same object in view-viz., to save leakage of steam. This

20 "o.bject is aimed at by every designer and maker of steam-engines. The Patent
" of the Defenders attains this object by different means and upon 'a different
'It principle from those covered by the Pursuers' Patent, In the- mechanism of
"thePrtrouers' Patent the controlling valve '0£,the steering engine is fitted with
"inblfnedplanes acting directly on corresponding inclines fitted on the stop-

25 "valve. When the controlling valve. is opened- the inclines on it bear upon
" thoseof thestop-valve and open it, and when the controlling valve is returned
"uo Itsneutral position, the inclined planes on it are withdrawn from those on
"·tIre stop-valve and allow it to close. In the Defenders'- construction the stop
"valve is placed in the st-eam-pipe, but instead of being operated by the control

30 " valve, it is operated by varying the steam pressure on the top side of the piston
"attached to the valve spindle. In this way the stop-valve may be absolutely
"closed when the steering engines are not required to opera.te, and that
,. independently. of the position of the control valve, which may remain more or
" less open without waste of steam."

35 'I'heobject of the inventions, the Defenders explained-viz., the prevention
of leakage of steam-is a common one in steam engineering, and a steam
saving cut-off valve fitted in the steam way is a well-known device long
in' use, and isexenlplified in the Patent granted to Dauis &:Co., Ld, and
W.. R. G. Hay (No. 7014 of 1895). They admitted the utility of the Pursuers'

40 invention.
0,.,., As todamages, the Pursuers averred that machines made by the Defenders in
infringement- of: the Pursuers' Patent had been sold and fitted by them into
ships, and in particular into a vessel recently built by Messrs. Barclay, Curle-d:
Co.,Ld. _The Defenders admitted having sold for certain ships, including this

45 vessel; engines fitted with their" Patent. The PUrsuers called on them to prodnee
a listof 'the machines so made or sold by them and of the parties towhom sold.
The Pursuers. said that, through the Defenders' infringements, they had lost
orders for the said patented improvements and for steering engines, which would
have been purchased from. them had the Defenders not undertaken to fit valves

50 in infringement of the Pursuers' Patent, and that they had thus sustained
damage to the «xtent of £2,000.

The Pursuers pleas were :-" 1. The improvements described in the Speci
"fications relative to Letters Patent, Nos. 16,525 of 1902, and 10,894 of '1903,
"being infringements of the Pursuers' Letters Patent, decree should be

b5 "pronounced in terms of the declaratory conclusion of the summons.. 2. The
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" Defenders, having infringed the said Letters Patent, and being in course of
" continuing to infringe, interdict should be granted as craved. 3. The said
" mechanisms, being infringements of the Pursuers' Patent, the Defenders should
" be ordained to deliver them and all parts thereof to the Pursuers. 4. The
, Pursuers, having sustained loss and injury through the said infringement, 5

" are entitled to damages."
The Defenders pleaded :-" 1. No relevant case. 2. The improvements

" described' in the Specifications, relative to Letters Patent, 16,525 of 1902, and
" 10,894 of 1903, not being infringements of the Pursuers' Letters Patent, decree
" of declarator ought to be refused. 3. The Defenders, not having infringed the 10
"Letters Patent of the Pursuers, interdict ought to be refused. 4. The
"Pursuers' averments, so far as material, being unfounded in fact, the
"Defende~ ought to be assoilzied with expenses. 5. In any event the
" damages rAaimed are excessive."

The case '''as first put out for adjustment on the 16th of October 1903, and the 15
record was closed on the 23rd of October 1903, when the ease was sent to the
procedure roll. On the 7th of November 1903, however, this order was discharged,
and a proof was appointed to be taken on the 25th of February 1904. On the 18th
of November 1903, the LORD ORDINARY granted commissi.on to recover the docu
ments asked for by the Pursuers. The proof was taken on the 25th, 26th, and 20
27th of February 1904. Lord STORMONrl~HDARLING, before whom the case had
been called, being-absent, the proof was taken by Lord KYLLACHY.

Counsel for the Pursuers, Salvesen, K.C., and Sandeman (instructed by
Steedman &; Ramage, W.S~); Counsel for the Defenders, Ure, K.C., and Hunter
(instructed by Miller & Murray, S.S.C.). 25

In evidence, the facts above detailed were brought out. The witnesses were
substantially in agreement as to the usef'ulness of the Pursuers' invention, and
its novelty when made. In this connection, Ure, K.C., produced a number of
Specifications, in which mechanism resembling that of the Pursuers had been
used to exclude steam from valves at dates prior to that of their invention, and ;10
desired to examine the witnesses with regard to these Patents. Salvesen, K.c.,
objected that the Defenders must confine themselves to the Patents specified
on record (Patents, &c., Act, 1883, 46 & 47 Vict. c. 57, sec. 29). Davis' Patent
alone of prior Patents is there mentioned, and this was the only one the
Defenders were entitled to bring forward. The object of the Defenders was 35
substantially to prove want of novelty, a plea of which notice should have been
given on record.

Ure, K.O, said he was not founding on want of novelty. His object was to
show the state of knowledge just before the Pursuers' invention was made, so
as to enable the Court to see how small an advance this invention really was. 40
He was willing to amend, if necessary. He had given notice four days
previously that these Patents would be produeed as provided by Act of Sederunt
of 31st May 1902.
, Lord KYI..LACHY.-Harrison v. Anderston Foundry Co. (2. R. 122), and
Neilson v, Househill Co. (5 D. 1180), decide this point. There must be specifi- 45
cation on the record. But there may be amendment under the Court of Session
Act.'

The Defenders then amended their defences by a minute in which they
specified the following Patents on which they intended to found-viz.,
No. 17,512 of 1888 granted to Fisher and Richardson, No. 2155 of 1887 granted 50
to Tickle, No. 1108 of 1877 granted to Jones, and Nos. 270,396 of 1883 and
262,649 of 1882 (U.S.A.) granted to Ou·mminsky. The amendment was admitted,
the question of expenses being reserved, and the right to lead evidence in
replication with respect to the several Patents and the questions (if any)
raised by them was reserved to the Pursuers. 55
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These Patents showed that previous to the Pursuers' invention a cut-off valve
similar to theirs had been used to exclude steam from the distributing valves of
continuously working engines at the end of the stroke, so as to economise steam,
and in another case at its beginning, so as to minimise friction and allow the

5 valve to slide easily. No similar arrangement had been used in steering or the
like engines until the Pursuers made their invention. Davis' Patent had regard
to a steering engine, but the object of that Patent was not to prevent leakag-e,
but to automatically adjust the supply of steam to the resistance to be overcome
by the helm, thus economising steam, There was a conflict of evidence as to

10 whether the Defenders' arrangement "vas better than the Pursuers'. The Pursuers'
witnesses said it was simply a more complicated form of their mechanism with
the addition of an extra valve, and was inferior to the simpler form. They
pointed out that when the valves were open there was a slight blow-through past
the piston valve to exhaust. The Defenders' witnesses said their mechanism

15 was quite different from that of the Pursuers, and had the ad vantage over it that
if the hunting gear did not bring back the control valve to a central position,
their valve, worked by a steam relay, would nevertheless shut tight, while the
Pursuers' cut-off valve, mechanically connected with the control valve andmoving
with it, must, if the control valve remained partly open, also remain propor-

20 tionately open, allowing leakage. The principal advantage of a separate cut-off
valve is to prevent this leakage when the controlling valve remains partly open.

On the 3rd of March, Counsel for the Pursuers were heard. 'I'hey contended
that the validity of the Pursuers' Patent could not be impug-ned by the
Defenders, as they were barred by their consent to interdict in the former

25 action (Thomson v, Moore, 6 R.P.C., 426; MooTe v. Thomson, 7 R.P.C., 325).
Any plea which might have been insisted on in the previous action cannot be
brought forward in this second action. In the former action the defence was
tabled that the Pursuers' invention was limited to the method disclosed in their
Patent, and that the Defenders attained a similar object by a different method.

30 That defence is, therefore, no longer open to them (Thomson v. Moore, 6 R.P.C.,
at p. 441; Moore v. Thomson, 7 R.P.C., at p. 334). It was part of the defence ill

the last action that the construction of the Pursuers' claim limited it to a claim
for "counterpart inclines"; that defence can no longer be taken. [Lord
KYLLACHY.--Of course they say this present invention is a different one from

35 the last invention.] 'I'he real question is whether there has been infringement.
This depends on the construction of the Pursuers' Specification (No. 29,773 of
1897). They state that their invention relates to steering and the like
engines. This excludes continuous working engines. The object of the
invention was the prevention of leakage without affecting the ordinary

40 method of steering. The inventor did three things: he fitted a close valve
into the casing; he made it move in unison with the control valve; and
he thus prevented leakage when the engine was stopped and the control valve
in the middle position. The Specification claims mechanical equivalents for the
stop-valve described. In the state of knowledge at the date of the Pursuers'

45 Patent and of the Defenders' Patents (Nos. 7575 and 17,851 of 1900) it was
assumed by all engineers that a loose control valve must be used. The tight
control valve is an afterthought. The second purpose which the Defenders
allege is served by their invention-viz., that the leakage of steam is prevented
when the control valve does not return exactly to the middle position-is first

50 hinted at in No. 16,525 of 1902 in the narrative, but is not mentioned there as an
object of the invention or in the claim. The subject of this invention is a cut-off
valve operated by a steam relay. This is a mere mechanical equivalent for our
cut-off valve. The same object is attained by well-known means which would
occur to anyone. The Defenders' other Patent (No. 10,894: of 1903) bears to be

:.5 sn improvement on this last, and must be construed along with it. So
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taken,' the' only object disclosed as the special object of the Patent is
the same as that in the Pursuers' Patent. The Defenders mention
that. their device serves a second purpose, and that it is therefore an
improvement, but they do not disclaim the object of preventing leakage in the
neutral position, and they do not claim that they use a tight valve. Their 5
invention is, if anything, a mere improvement. They achieve a second object
by a modification of our apparatus. They have not invented anything
substantially different from our invention. 'I'he only distinction is that
instead of the control valve being in direct mechanical contact with the stop
valve, it is in indirect steam contact. In both cases the stop-valve is worked by 10
steam pressure. Our valve is balanced by the equilibrium of steam against
steam; theirs' by steam against steam, aided by a spring. Their eccentric is
equivalent to a lever. In the last action a lever was held to he a contravention.
Our Patent is a pioneer Patent. We get by old methods a new result. All our
means are admittedly old mechanical devices, but we combine them to obtain a 15
result never got before. The Defenders, by other old methods, obtain the same
result... The idea or principle of their machine is the same as that of ours,
The following cases may be quoted on the subject of pioneer Patents :' Proctorv.
Bennis (4 R.P.C. 333,354; L.R. 36 C.D. 740); Boyd v. Horrocks (9 R.P.C. 77) ;
Aktiebolaget Separator v. Dairu Outfit Company (15 R.P.C. 327); Consolidated 20
Car Heating Oompany v, Came (20 R.P.O. 745; L.R. (1903J A.C. 516). If a
Patent merely reaches an old result by a new method, it is difficult to prove
that a subsequent Patent is an infringement, but if the idea of the Patent is
new, it is more easily infringed. Ours is such a pioneer Patent. The essence
of our invention is taken by the Defenders, (Dudgeon v, Thomson, L.R. 3 A.C. 34). 2a
Any mechanical equivalent is an infringement. A steam relay is no better than
a mechanical equivalent for our arrangement (Automaiic Weighing Mach'£ne
Oompany v. National Exhibitions Association; Ld., 9 R.P.C. 41). As to the
former Patents which were brought forward, they did not prove any want of
novelty in ours. The only one relating to steering gear was that of Davis 30
(7014 of 1895), but the economy aimed at by it was quite different. Davis
aimed not at keeping out the steam when the control valve was in the middle
position, but at regulating, by means of a governor, the amount admitted while
the engine was working. Cumminsky (Nos. 270,396 of 1883, and 26~,649' of
1882;. U.S.A.) had a cut-off valve somewhat similar to ours, but it was used for 35
an entirely different purpose, viz., to control the supply of steam admitted at
each stroke to a continuous working engine. It could not have been applied to
our purpose. We admit that the separate parts of our mechanism are 'old.
This is simply an example of the use of some of them. As to damages, we are
entitled to the profit we would have made, not only on the valves, but the 40
whole steering engines in the cases mentioned on record, for the users would
have been' compelled to come to us for the engines if the Defenders had not
supplied them with valves similar to ours (United Horse Shoe and Nail
Company, Ld. v. Stewart &; Co. 5 H.P.C. 260; 14 R. 266; .15 R.R.L. 45;
L.R. 12 A.C. 401). This profit would have been at least £600. 45

On the 9th of March, Counsel for the Defenders were heard. They contended that
they did not question the validity of the Pursuers' Patent, and accepted their posi
tion as being barred from that by the past action of interdict. It is put against the
Defenders that they cannot dispute the construction of the Pursuers' Specifica
tion in such a way as would have enabled us to succeed in the former action; we 5-0
do not admit that. Moore's case does not go that length. In the prior proceedings
nothing was decided as to the construction of the Specification. It was merely
decided that such and such a machine was an infringement (Dudgeon v. Thomson,
L.R~ 3 1\..<J. 34). We admit that a "pioneer Patent" has a wider ambit
than another, but notthatthe Pursuers' can bring. their Patent under this-head, 55
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We do not challenge Proctor v Bennis, but it must be read along with Curtis:
v:,Platt (L.R. 3 C.D. 136n).- The matter is clearly put in Ounynghalne on,
Patents, pp. 299 and 300. Where you have specific mechanism directed to an
end previously well known, the doctrine of mechanical equivalents is not appli-

5 cable (Gosnelt v iBishop, 5 R.P.C .. 159). [Lord KYLLACH:Y~-Whatis meant by
the object being previously well known?] It meansJcnown and achieved. In
thepresent case it would be incorrect to say the object of the, Pursuers' invention
Was to prevent leakage through a slack valve. The real object was to keep the
steam out of the, steam casing; why this was desired was immaterial. 'I'here

10-: might be a number of reasons-viz. (1), because the control valve leaked; (2),
because enough steam had already been ad mitted to do the work of the engine ;"
(3), because the steam, if admitted, impeded the action of the control valve, 9.0.,
owing to friction in slide-valves; (4), because the control valve might be left par-
tiallyopen. When the Pursuers' invention was made it was well known that in-

15 these steering engines steam ought to be kept out of the casing, and also that this
was to be done by means of a stop-valve. All that was left to inventors was the
method of actuating this stop-valve. There were many previous, similar
inventions. The first was that of Jones (No. 1108 of 1877). His object'Yas to
exclude the steam from the control-valve casing as soon as enough had been.

20 admitted to do by its' expansion the work necessary for a stroke of the engine.
He used a cut-off valve actuated by a cam with a cut-off edge. His Patent was
for his method of actuating it. Then came Tickle's Patent (No. 2155 of 1887).
His object was similar to that of Jones, but he used a double-beat valve like that .'
employed by the Pursuers. Cumminsku followed with Patents 262,649 of 1882

25 and 270,390 of 1883 {J.S.A. His object was to prevent friction in the dis
tributing valve, so he kept steam out of its casing while it performed its motion.
His cut-off valve was a double-beat valve actuated by inclined planes on the
valve-lifter and a roller fixed on the valve itself and moving along the planes.
This· valve-lifter was linked by a connecting rod to the rod actuating the

30· distributing valve, so that the distributing and cut-off valves acted in unison.'
This was the state of knowledge when the Pursuers' Patent was taken out. All
that was left then was to invent some better method of actuating- the cut-off
valve, and to tirne its action differently, so that, instead of moving with every
stroke of the engine, it should move only when the control valve was opened or

35' 'Shut. 'I'his was what Brown did. [Lord KYLLACHY.-You treat these prior
Patents simply as helping us to construe Brown's claim.] Precisely. Brown
has a reciprocating rod moving his control..-valve, and this actuates his double-beat:
stop-valve by dir-ect mechanical action,' just as in Gumminsky's Patent, but he
does with one rod what Gumminsky does with three. Cu,mminsky's distributing

40 valve corresponds in its relation to the cut-off valve to Brown's control valve.
This difference is immaterial. We call attention to two features of the Pursuers'
invention: first, that the opening of the two valves is proportional, so that, if
the control-valve does not reach the central position, the cut-off valve cannot
completely close; and, second, that both valves may be actuated, though there

45 -is'nosteam in the pipes. Our two first Patents (Nos. 7575 and 1_7,85-1 of 1900), ,
which we admitted to be infringements of the Pursuers', had these same
features.- - The Patents at present in question (Nos. 16..525 of 1902, and 10,894 of
1903} do not have them, so that our cut-off valve closes completely, even though
the- control-valve may not return completely to the middle position, and the

50- operation of our cut-off valve depends entirely on the presence, of steam in the
pipes. Our method of actuating the cut-off valve is therefore essentially different 
in its nature and operation from the Pursuers. Our Patent is' good, theirs not
being a pioneer Patent. To get a pioneer Patent, the inventor must strike out a

, fresh-path-. Thus.an undoubted example of a pioneer Patent would be Hughes'
5~ -microphone. ,'An example-of the-smallest degree ofnove!ty that would constitute .::
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a pioneer Patent was Thomson's compass (Thomson v. Moore, ubi supra). The
rule is that the second Patentee must not take the substance of the first's
invention (Dudgeon v, Thomson, ubi supra). The present case is similar to
Gwynne v, Drysdale (3 R.P.C. 65; 13 H. 684) where there was held to have
been no infringement. If any material part of a combination is omitted (e.g., 5
the inclined planes) the improved combination is good subject-matter for a new
Patent. (See Consolidated Car Heating Oompanuv, Came, 'ubi supra). Three
methods of infringing a Patent are recognised, viz., by taking the whole
invention, by taking the material parts of it, and by substituting mechanical
equivalents. But where the object of the invention was familiar before, you 10
are outside the doctrin.e of mechanical equivalents, and the Patent can be
infringed only by taking it with mere superficial changes or by colourable
imitation. The principle of Foxwell v. Bostock (10 L.T. N.S. 144, 4 De G.J. & S.
298) has been so whittled away that little is left. What is protected is what is
described in the Specification (Dudgeon v, Thomson, ubi supra). The vital 15
part of our machine, the method of actuating the cut-off valve, is quite different
from that described in the Specification of the Pursuers. It also serves an
improved and additional purpose-that of cutting the steam off even when the
control-valve is not quite in the middle position.

As to damages, they ought, if given, to be confined to the profit the Pursuers 20
would have made on the valves supplied by us if they had had the supplying
of them. We did not get the orders for the steering engines because we supplied
these valves. United HO'rse Shoeand Nail c«,Ld. v, Stewart &; 00. (uhi supra)
is distinguishable. There the part produced by the patented mechanism was
not separable from the rest of the manufacture, while here the- cut-off valve is 25
separable from the steering engine, and might be fitted on to any such engine.
There also infringement was admitted though under a misapprehension. Here
no such admission is made. Damages for infringement of a small part of a
complicated machine are not to be assessed as if the whole machine had been
taken, Mowry v, Whitney, 14 Wallace (U.S.) Reports, 620. See also the cases 30
quoted in United Horse Shoe and Nail Co. (14 R. 272 note).
- On the 25th of March 1904Lord KYLLACHY pronounced an interlocutor granting

interdict as concluded for, and finding the Defenders liable in £300 damages.
The following is his Lordship's opinion :-

Lord KYLLACHY.-The Pursuers in this case are proprietors of a Patent dated 35
in 1~97 which relates to improvements in connection with the valves of steering
and like engines; and speaking generally the improvement which the patentee
claims may be said to consist in a certain contrivance for stopping or reducing
to a minimum the waste of steam, formerly found inevitable, during the periods
(constantly recurring and often prolonged) when the steering engine is at rest, 40
but when nevertheless there exists a constant pressure of steam upon, and
consequently leakage through, the controlling valve of the engine.

There is no dispute as to the merit and novelty of the invention. The
question is simply as to an alleged infringement by the Defenders, who are said
to make, sell, or use certain similar apparatus, having the same object, for which 45
they hold certain Patents of subsequent date. As not unfrequently happens,
the controversy comes really to turn on the construction of the Specification filed
with reference to the Pursuers' Patent, dated as I have said in the year 1897.

The Pursuers contend that on the just construction of that Specification, read
as it falls to be read with reference to the state of prior knowledge, the essence 50
and substance of the invention consisted in the introduction for the first time
into steering engines of what I may call a separate stop-valve, formed in the
steam casing through which the steam enters the controlling valve j this stop
valve being arranged to move in unison with the controlling valve, by means of
luitable mechanismvone forpl of which the patentee £1.111y detcribe8. 61-
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The Defenders on the other hand say that the Pursuers' Specification properly
construed is only for the particular method described of actuating the stop
valve, viz., the motion of opposite inclines fitted on the stop-valve acted
upon by counterpart inclines fitted on the controlling- valve. On that assumption

5 they say, and I think truly" that their (the Defenders') apparatus~the alleged
infringing apparatus-actuates the stop-valve in a different way, viz. indirectly
by variations of steam pressure.Instead of directly, by the direct mechanical contact
of counter inclines. And that being so, they contend that there is no room in
this case for what is called the doctrine of mechanical equivalents,-a doctrine

10 which applies only where, the essence of an invention being taken, some part of
the described mechanism, essential to its working but not an essential part of
the invention, has had substituted for it by the alleged infringer some known
different but equivalent mechanism to produce the same result.

It is, I think, clear that the question thus sharply raised cannot be solved
15 upon the mere language of the Specification or of the Specification and claim.

It has to be first ascertained what, having regard to the state of prior knowledge,
'vas the field open to the inventor, and how far what I may call his total
apparatus was at its date new.e--riew particularly in the sense of achieving a new
and important result. In other words, it is necessary to know wheth.er his

20 invention was what has been called a "pioneer" or '.'master" invention, or was
only in truth a new and improved mode of achieving an already achieved result.
It is obvious and has been repeatedly decided (Consoiidated Heatinq Go. v,
Carne, L.R., Appeal Cases, 1903, p. 516) that in determining what is essential
and what is not, that is always a most important and generally a crucial

25 consideration.
It appears to me to be the just result of the evidence that the Pursuers'

invention was undoubtedly of the former class, and not of the latter. Steering
engines were of course well .known in.1897, and in such engines there was of
course, besides the usual distributing valves near the cylinder, what was known

30 as a controlling valve-a valve which, being operated by the usual hand-wheel,
determines the passage of the steam in different directions, according as it is
desired to move the helm to port or to starboard; and which" as each motion is
completed, comes back to its neutral position, and thus, at least theoretically,
shuts off steam for the time. The difficulty, however, was that this controlling

35 valve was necessarily loose. It bad to be sensitive, and to work easily, and it
could not therefore be tig-ht. Hence leakage and consequent waste of steam
was inevitable, and in large vessels was serious; and at the date of the Pursuers'
Patent no method had been devised, 01' even proposed) for curing- this leakage
this waste of steam when the engine was not at work, In particular, it had not

40 occurred to anybody that the problem might be solved by the introduction of a
separate valve-a separate stop-valve-working automatically in connection with
the controlling valve, and which, while leaving the latter valve loose, was in
itself absolutely tight. Of course stop-valves and cut-off valves were old and
well-known contrivances. So, also, as applied to ordinary engines (continuously

45 working engines like locomotives) were cut-off valves working automatically.
'Theywere used for promoting economy of steam, or more effective expansion
of steam, when the engines were working. But it had. not occurred to anybody
to use either a stop-valve or cut-off valve in connection, not with the 'ordinary
distributing valves common to all engines, but with the controlling valve peculiar

50 to steering engines; or to use such valve for the purpose, not of economising
steam when the engine was working, but of preventing the waste of steam
when it was not working. It was left for Brown to make for the first time
this new and useful application of the automatic stop-valve, and by doing so
to achieve a result which was much desiderated and has been a great

55 commercial success.
~ 0
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Plainly therefore it must, I think, be taken that the Pursuers' invention was
in the most real sense what is called a " pioneer " invention. It was not of the
kind ill question in such cases as Curtis v, Platt (L.R.3 Oh, Div., 135), or
Dudgeon v, Thomson (L.R.3 App. Cases, 34). It belonged, on the contrary, to
the class of patented inventions which were the subject of such cases as Proctor 5
v, Ben1tis (L.R. 36 Ch. Div., 740), Thomson v, Moore (6 R.P.C., 426; 7 R.P.C., 325);
and Aktiebolaget Separator 00. v, Dairy Outfit Co. (15 R.P.C., ;327).

Having this in view.. the question at issue is really this-whether it can be
held, on the fair reading of the Pursuers' Specification, that, having in fact
made this Il;ew and valuable invention, he (the Patentee) has yet, for some 10
reason, claimed only or, what comes to the same thing, put forward as the
essential or one essential part of his protected invention, the particular mode
which he describes of actuating his stop-valve by the action of counter inclines.
Of course, such a thing is possible. The Patentee may have failed to recognise
the true nature of his discovery, or he may have so expressed his Specification 16
as to make the suggested reading inevitable. But the question is whether that
is so, or whether, reading the Specification fairly, in the light of the state of
knowledge at the time, it is not sufficiently manifest that the invention described
and claimed is just the invention which the Patentee made.

Now, as to this, all I can say is that I see no sufficient ground for reading the 20
Specification in the narrow sense for which the Defenders contend. It may be
true that it would have been better, as it certainly would have been quite easy,
for the framer of the Specification to state expressly that while fully describing,
as he required to do, an effective method of actuating the stop-valve, he did not
confine himself to that method, but only to that or some equivalent method. 25
But that is, I am afraid, an observation which might be made in most patent
cases which come before the Courts. It is the leaving of things to implication
which as a rule makes construction necessary; and applying here what I
conceive to be the proper principles of construction, I have on the whole come

'to the conclusion that the Pursuers' construction of the Specification is the 30
correct one. I consider that the essential feature-the essence and substance-
of the patented invention consists simply in the application to steering and the
like engines, for the purpose of preventing leakage of steam while the engine is
not working, of a separate stop-valve working in unison with the controlling
valve. And as it is not disputed, or at least is clear, that the Defenders' 35
apparatus embraces those elements and employs them for the same purpose and
with the same result, I am of opinion that the Pursuers are entitled to judgment.

. With regard to damages, that is of course a jury questjon. The actual profit
made by the Defenders and presumably lost to the Pursuers upon the manu
facture and sale of the ten valves specified seems to have been about £100. 40
Something, however, must be added in respect of profit presumably lost to the
Pursuers by the Defenders obtaining the orders for the steering engines fitted
with the Pursuers' valves, which orders, it is said, would, but for the Defenders'
competition, have come to the Pursuers. It seems to be' decided that this is a

'legitimate element to be considered, and the Pursuers' claim in respect of it an 45
additional sum of £600. I think, however, this excessive, inasmuch as it
assumes as a certainty what was hardly of that character. I think I shall do
justice by fixing the total damage at £300.
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